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A specific flow rules and the corresponding constitutive elasto-viscoplastic model com-
bined with new experimental strategy are introduced in order to represent a spheroidal
graphite cast-iron behaviour on a wide range of strain, strain rate and temperature. A ‘‘full
model” is first proposed to correctly reproduce the alloy behaviour even for very small
strain levels. A ‘‘light model” with a bit poorer experimental agreement but a simpler for-
mulation is also proposed. These macroscopic models, whose equations are based on phys-
ical phenomena observed at the dislocation scale, are able to cope with the various load
conditions tested – progressive straining and cyclic hardening tests – and to correctly
describe anisothermal evolution. The accuracy of these two models and the experimental
databases to which they are linked is estimated on different types of experimental tests
and compared with the accuracy of more standard Chaboche-type constitutive models.
Each test leads to the superiority of the ‘‘full model”, particularly for slow strain rates
regimes. After developing a material user subroutine, FEM simulations are performed on
Abaqus for a car engine exhaust manifold and confirm the good results obtained from
the experimental basis. We obtain more accurate results than those given by more tradi-
tional laws. A very good correlation is observed between the simulations and the engine
bench tests.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The design of high temperature components experiencing cyclic viscoplasticity is nowadays a major scientific issue in an
industrial point of view. Reliability, which used to be and remains an important concern in the design of nuclear power sta-
tion cores or in aeronautics and space, has become a crucial point in the automotive industry as it is now necessary to offer
the most reliable components and machines to customers in a very competitive market. In the same time, car engines tend to
be exposed to higher temperature and pressure during their nominal use, especially to improve the performance and to re-
duce the environmental impact. Taking into account of these evolutions, the understanding and the accurate description of
the materials behaviour such as aluminium alloys or cast-iron alloys have become a major issue for the last thirty years.

Today, the design of components experiencing high temperature cyclic loading uses more frequently viscoplastic consti-
tutive models due to the increase in computation capability (Krempl, 2000). Most of the principles of these macroscopic
models were established, twenty years ago by various research groups and their complexity usually depends on the
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capabilities to describe the various phenomena resulting from the thermo-mechanical loads to which materials are sub-
jected. Since the lifetime of a component is usually assessed using a post-processor of the stress analysis made from a finite
elements model, the accuracy of constitutive models is a significant topic for researchers.

Many authors have proposed macroscopic constitutive models to describe the elasto-viscoplastic behaviour of metallic
materials experiencing cyclic plasticity. Most of the time, their approaches are included in the framework of the thermody-
namic of the irreversible processes (Germain et al, 1983; Halphen and Nguyen, 1974; Lemaître and Chaboche, 1994; Chab-
oche 2003; Voyiadjis and Al-Rub, 2003) and are divided into two kinds. On the one hand, one can find non-unified models
(Cailletaud and Sai, 1995; Blaj and Cailletaud, 2000; Charkaluk et al, 2004; Velay et al 2006), which considers a partition be-
tween the viscous phenomena and the plastic ones. On the other hand, there are unified constitutive models which take ac-
count of a unique viscoplastic strain. Among them, the Chaboche model (Chaboche, 1986, 1989, 2008) is the core of lots of
studies as it enables to correctly describe a wide range of inelastic material behaviours such as cyclic hardening/softening or
stress relaxation for materials such as stainless steels and nickel-based superalloy.

To describe plasticity, isotropic and more usually kinematic hardening terms are used (Ohno, 1990). Lots of approaches
can then be found in the literature (Prager, 1956; Mroz, 1969; Armstrong and Frederick, 1966; Chaboche, 1991; Corona et al,
1996; Ohno and Wang, 1994; Ohno et al, 1998; Abdel-Karim and Ohno, 2000; Guionnet, 1992) and most of time, they are
quite performing to describe monotonic plasticity. Differences lie in their ability to reproduce shakedown and ratcheting ef-
fects (Bari and Hassan, 2000; Abdel-Karim, 2005; Hassan et al., 2008; Rahman et al., 2008).

As Chaboche showed (Chaboche, 2008), many models give an answer to the problem of cyclic plasticity and particularly
ratcheting. Evolutions of the hardening representation also enable to take account of many complex phenomena that could
occur in some materials such as plastic strain memory effect (Chaboche et al, 1979), dynamic recovery (Ohno and Wang,
1993; Yaguchi et al, 2002a, 2002b; Kang et al., 2003), non-proportional loadings (Benallal and Marquis, 1987: Hassan
et al, 2008) or even pre-stresses effects (Nouailhas, 1989). Studies also proposed specific yield limit representations (Yoshida,
2000; Yoshida et al., 2008; Voyiadjis et al., 2008) or included damage evolution (Cicekli et al., 2007).

The description of the material viscosity is generally realized through a flow rule, which takes very usually a power-func-
tion form (Norton, 1929) and episodically a hyperbolic sine-function form (Sellars and Teggart, 1966) or a exponential form
(Kocks et al., 1975) to mostly describe the relaxation behaviour of the material (Krempl, 2001). Kang and Kan (2007)) choose
to compare three kinds of models including a unified visco-plastic one and a creep-plasticity superposition model. They
show that the creep creep-plasticity superposition model, using a hyperbolic sine function is reasonable when the creep
is a dominant factor of the deformation, underlining the importance of the way such effect as viscosity is taken into account
for a material experiencing high temperature conditions.

As noticed by Chaboche (2008), we found only eight noticeable attempts to find a new form for the flow rule with main
differences monitored for slowest strain rate regime (<10�8 s�1) and for higher ones (>10�2 s�1). Mayama et al (2007) man-
age to correctly describe the behaviour of a 316L stainless steel thanks to a modified Ramberg–Osgood law using a classical
power law for the flow rule. Unfortunately, the constitutive model is only tested at room temperature where viscosity is less
important than, for example, for a cast-iron at 600 �C. In the same way, Ho (2008) obtain good results in describing relaxation
behaviour of a stainless steel using a Norton law but once again for temperature (400 �C) where viscosity is not yet prepon-
derant over plasticity.

However, basic versions of all these constitutive models and of viscosity flow rules are often unable to cope with the var-
ious complex conditions that occur in high temperature components involving small cyclic strains under service loading,
high temperature excursion and multi-axial stress conditions. Indeed, a proper understanding of these phenomena often re-
quires a multi-scale approach from a materials science standpoint (Estrin, 1998), using crystal plasticity and dislocation the-
ory (Berveiller and Zaoui (1979); Essmann and Mughrabi, 1979; Estrin and Kubin, 1986; Estrin et al, 1996; Capolungo et al.,
2006; Shenoy et al, 2008; Capolungo et al, 200). These microscopic or even crystallographic models (Flouriot et al, 2003) very
often require very specific experimental data and microscopic observations (Mughrabi et al, 1981; Sommer et al, 1998). As
we can see, this is a major area for researchers but the complexity of such an approach prevents to using it in engineering
design today or in the near future, as length of such FE model computation is nowadays too expensive in an industrial
context.

Designers, in the automotive industry, always prefer using quite phenomenological but still accurate constitutive models.
Thus, macroscopic models are widely represented for the description of the behaviour of aluminium alloys (Smith et al.,
1999; Lederer et al., 2000; Nicouleau et al., 2002; Guillot et al. 2002), cast-iron alloys (Thomas et al., 2004; Bastid, 1995)
and even stainless steels (Bucher et al., 2006). Most of the time, it is a classical Norton law which is used to describe viscosity.

In this context, we made the choice to focus our work on new methods to describe the viscoplastic flow, drawn from
deformation mechanisms at microscopic levels. Indeed, if hardening seems to be well represented by standard models, fewer
attempts have been made to improve the flow rule while cast-irons could present specific viscoplastic behaviour. Our goal is
to improve macroscopic models and to circumvent the classic difficulties in the case of a particular cast iron (Silica Molyb-
denum or SiMo alloy) used for automotive exhaust manifold. Based on a unified viscoplastic framework, macroscopic model
parameters were identified using an enriched database. An adapted experimental strategy enables us to develop a new con-
stitutive law and to propose two versions, the first one containing all the equations, the other one a bit simplified. The capa-
bility of these new models are tested against experiments on specimens under complex loading conditions such as 1D
ratcheting, tests with strain rate variations, thermal–mechanical loading. Finally, thermal–mechanical FEM simulations on
complex structures are performed and the accuracy of different models is discussed.
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2. Experimental strategy

SiMo spheroidal graphite cast-iron is widely used by the automotive industry. For our study, it was formed into solid
round bars of 25 mm diameter and 200 mm longitudinal length by sand casting.

The bars were not subjected to any heat treatment and their microstructure is the same as one can observe on an exhaust
manifold designed for a Diesel engine (Fig. 1). The chemical composition of the material and the mechanical properties at
room temperature and 700 �C are summarized in Table 1 and 2, respectively.

Test specimens were machined from the round bars in the longitudinal direction. The specimens used for monotonic ten-
sion tests and cyclic hardening tests have respectively a 2.5 and 8 mm circular cross section. They are designed in order to
have a homogeneous inelastic tensile strain in the middle of the specimen.

A hydraulically driven fatigue-testing machine with an oven was used for all the tests. The temperature was controlled
within +/� 5 �C in the gauge length by a thermocouple and the measurement of strain was made by an alumina contact-type
high temperature extensometer developed at the Centre des Matériaux, Mines-Paristech.

Experimental strategy is a crucial step during the development of constitutive laws (Jiang and Zhang, 2008). Indeed, a
model is only the representation of the experimental database which is used for its development and for the identification
of its parameters. Thus, it is important to be careful in the choice of the experimental tests to perform as they have to faith-
fully represent the loading conditions observed on the structure to be designed.

Experimental standard procedure consists in using incremental cyclic stress–strain tests under strain controlled condi-
tions at a constant mechanical strain rate, provided that a quasi-stabilized response can be obtained within a small fixed
number of cycles (Remy, 2003; Remy et al., 2007). Following this principle and the monotonic tensile tests apart, three dif-
ferent types of uniaxial experimental tests were performed in order to show off the major tendencies of the SiMo alloy
mechanical behaviour:

� Incremental cyclic strain/stress tests or ‘‘cyclic hardening” tests (Fig. 2 (a)). These tests enable us to observe the elastic–visco-
plastic cyclic behaviour of the alloy for different levels of strain amplitude. For these tests, one basic cycle for a given level
of strain of e1% consists in a compression phase from 0% to –e1%, which is followed by a traction up to e1%. Then, the strain
level is maintained constant during 1800s before a return to 0%. This basic cycle is repeated until the shakedown of the
hysteresis loop is obtained, which usually occurs after 5 cycles. Then, the strain level is increased and the cycling process
begins again. With one specimen, from eight to ten levels of strain (from 0.1% to 1.2%) are explored. Thus, as the frequency
of a cycle is the same whatever the strain level, one can observe a wide range of strain rates (from 10�4 s�1 to 5�10�3 s�1))
while the dwell phase leads to inelastic strain rates between 10�9 s�1 and 10�3 s�1. These experiments were carried for
temperatures between 25 �C and 700 �C and thus aimed at monitoring the viscoplastic behaviour of the alloy, particularly
during the dwell phases. The stresses relaxation is indeed recorded and compared with the evolution of the inelastic strain
rate, which is expressed, in its uniaxial form, as:
_ein ¼ _e� _eel ¼ �
_r
E

ð1Þ

with E, the Young modulus, easily obtained from monotonic tensile tests and _e ¼ 0 during the dwell phase.
Fig. 1. Microstructure of SiMo cast-iron.



Table 1
Chemical composition of SiMo cast-iron (% in weight).

C Si Mo Mn S P Ni Cr Cu

3.2 3.92 0.58 0.13 0.01 0.01 0.062 0.03 0.016

Table 2
Mechanical properties of SiMo cast-iron.

T (�C) Young’s modulus (GPa) 0.2% Proof stress (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation (%)

25 169 320 565 15.2
700 99 60 65 28.1

Fig. 2. Different types of tests, strain versus time.
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� Progressive straining tests (Ohno et al. 1998). During these tests, one cycle consists of applying on the specimen a tensile
strain of 0.4% followed by a compressive strain of �0.35% leading to a residual strain increase of 0.05% per cycle. Various
strain-time waveforms are applied such as fast tension/fast compression with a constant strain rate of 10�4 s�1 (Fig. 2 (b))
and slow tension/fast compression with strain rates of 10�7 s�1 for the slow phase and 10�3 s�1 for the fast one (Fig. 2 (c)).
Once again, theses tests were carried out for temperatures between 25 �C and 700 �C. They aimed at understanding the
effect of inelastic strain accumulation on the cyclic behaviour of the alloy and measuring the impact of slow strain rates
on the viscoplastic flow.

� TMF1 transients tests (Malpertu and Rémy 1990; Remy, 2003) are carried out principally to validate the constitutive models
proposed. Out of phase loadings are chosen to give a realistic representation of the strain conditions observed on exhaust
manifolds. Two types of experimental conditions are thus tested:

� The first one is representative of very hot spots where the highest temperatures of the structure are monitored and where
cracks are likely to initiate during exhaust manifolds tests carrying on engine bench. Temperatures vary from 300 �C to
700 �C with a dwell phase at 700 �C.

� The second one is representative of the average behaviour widely observed on exhaust manifolds. Temperatures on these
spots vary from 300 �C to 500 �C with a dwell phase at 500 �C. 70% to 80% of the surface of an exhaust manifold is mon-
itored running with these thermal loading conditions, which are thus responsible, along with the drastic mechanical con-
straints, for global residual deformation (when the structure cools down to room temperature) and gas leakage problems
between exhaust manifolds and cylinder heads.
1 For thermal–mechanical fatigue, which implies repetition of heating and cooling with externally imposed constraint that induce plastic deformation and
eventually crack initiation.
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Mechanical loadings consist in a compression phase from 0 to �0.5% of mechanical strain (average value of the straining
amplitude observed on real structures), a dwell phase in compression for 3600 s and a come back to 0%.

Only uniaxial tests are here performed as the aim is to design structures experiencing mainly uniaxial loading condition.
3. Experimental results

First, one can notice in Fig. 3 that 5 cycles are sufficient to obtain, for a given level of strain, the shakedown of the stress/
strain hysteretic loop. These stabilized cycles would then be used to analyze the alloy behaviour.

The incremental cyclic stress–strain tests logically display a viscoplastic behaviour of the SiMo cast-iron which is more
and more important as the temperature grows over 300 �C. As the results are used in an industrial strategic context, it is
chosen to focus the discussion and the analysis on two temperatures. Thus, Fig. 4 shows stabilized responses obtained after
5 cycles of loading per strain level at 500 �C (b) and 700 �C (c) and the stress relaxation during the dwell phase at the tem-
perature for various levels of strain.

Between room temperature and 300 �C, the SiMo cast-iron presents an plastic behaviour with an important kinematic
hardening and a limited stress relaxation during the dwell phase: only about 15% of the maximum stress is relaxed for sta-
bilization after only 300 s. Key-temperature (500 �C): the alloy behaviour begins to become more and more viscous and the
stress relaxation reaches 60% of the maximum stress and the plastic part of the behaviour is less important with a maximum
stress in traction 20% lower. At 700 �C, SiMo cast-iron is clearly in a viscous mode with an almost complete stress relaxation
during the dwell phase and a very limited plastic phase (kinematic hardening is quite limited to 5% of total stress).

Moreover, the evolution of the inelastic strain rates versus the stress during the relaxation phase (Fig. 5) enables us to
notice the particular behaviour of the SiMo cast-iron. Indeed, in a semi-logarithmical diagram, logð _einÞ seems to be a linear
function of the stress relaxed, which leads to the conclusion that classical potentials cannot cope with the experimental re-
sults. Indeed, as it is mentioned by Chaboche (2008), classical flow rules (Miller, 1976; Delobelle, 1988; or Kocks et al., 1975)
present the same behaviour in this inelastic strain rate range. For instance and as shown in Fig. 6, conventional flow rules like
Norton’s (Norton, 1929) are unable to mathematically describe this type of relationship while apparently more appropriate
models using hyperbolic sine (Sellars and Teggart, 1966) are not efficient enough.

Moreover, one can notice that for very small strain level, the viscosity of the alloy stay very limited. At 500 �C and for a
strain level of 0.2%, the stress relaxation (Fig. 7) represents only 10% of total stress for 60%at higher strain level. A classical
description of the flow rule is not perfectly adapted to describe such behaviour.

Progressive straining/ratcheting experiments amplify the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the ‘‘cyclic hardening”
tests. Up to 300 �C, the strain rate and the accumulated plasticity have a very limited impact on the alloy behaviour. Slow–
fast and constant rate tests give equivalent results and the maximum stress is constant with the number of cycles.

At 500 �C and 700 �C, the situation is quite different. Fig. 8 shows that slow strain rates lead to a more viscous behaviour.
More than 30% of the maximal stress at 500 �C and 45% at 700 �C are lost between the first tensile stress for the constant
strain rate test and the first tensile stress of the slow–fast test, underlining that the inelastic flow is much more important
for slower strain rates. Accumulated inelastic strain also has an impact on the SiMo behaviour. Limited cyclic softening could
be observed at 500 �C leading to a 10% loss on the maximum stress after 5 cycles of loading and 0.5% of accumulated plastic
strain, which means that an isotropic hardening occurs and needs to be taken into account in the constitutive model.

Finally, the enriched experimental database we propose enables us to underline and to understand the complexity and
the variety of the SiMo cast-iron behaviour much better than one can obtain from conventional tests. The more important
conclusion that could be drawn is that the higher the temperature is, the more viscous and the more sensitive to strain rates
Fig. 3. Evolution of stress amplitude versus the number of cycle for ‘‘cyclic hardening” test at 100 �C (a) and 600 �C(b) (stress values are not mentioned to
preserve data confidentiality).



Fig. 4. Comparison between simulation with ‘‘full model” and experimental results for cyclic hardening tests at 500 �C and 700 �C and for several strain
levels (experimental data are shown by dots while simulation is shown by solid line).
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and accumulated plastic strain the alloy becomes. Moreover, the evolution of inelastic strain rates versus relaxed stresses
lead to the necessity of proposing an adapted flow rule.

4. A constitutive model built around an original viscoplastic multiplier

In order to describe the behaviour of the alloy and in front of the inadequacy of standard flow rules, a new constitutive
model is proposed. Basic assumptions are small strains, isotropic elastic–viscoplastic behaviour and unified elastic–visco-
plasticity thermodynamic framework. Thus, it was assumed that the mechanical strain tensor � is divided additively into
the elastic part �el and the inelastic part �in,
e ¼ eel þ ein ð2Þ



Fig. 5. Inelastic strain rate versus stress during relaxation at 500 �C (a) and 700 �C (b).

Fig. 6. Comparison of viscoplastic flow functions.
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Hooke’s law gives the elastic part evolution,
eel ¼ 1þ t
E

r� t
E

trðrÞ1; ð3Þ
where E and t indicate Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, while r and 1 are the stress tensor and the second-rank unit
tensor; tr expresses the trace of a second rank tensor. A viscoplastic equation with back stress is used to describe the evo-
lution of the inelastic strain tensor,



Fig. 7. Comparison between simulation with ‘‘full model” and ‘‘light model” and experimental results for ‘‘cyclic hardening” tests at 500 �C for a strain level
of 0.2% (experimental data are shown by dots while simulation is shown by solid line).
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_ein ¼ 3
2

_p
s� X

Jðs� XÞ ; ð4Þ
where (.) denotes the differentiation with respect to time, s the deviator of the stress tensor r and X the back stress tensor.
Jðs� XÞ is the second invariant of the tensor s� X and is defined by using (:) as the inner product between second rank
tensors,
Jðs� XÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
2
ðs� XÞ : ðs� XÞ

r
; ð5Þ
while _p is the accumulated viscoplastic strain or viscoplastic multiplier. Its evolution, represented by a flow rule, is of pri-
mary importance to describe the viscoplastic behaviour of the SiMo cast-iron. As it is usually the creep or the relaxation
behaviour of the material which leads to the mathematical form of the flow rule, it is here necessary to correctly reproduce
the stress evolution monitored during the dwell phases of the ‘‘cyclic hardening” tests. A physical constitutive model would
here require a multi-scale approach using crystal plasticity or dislocation theory tools. However the complexity of such an
approach would prevent to use it in an industrial context today or in the near future. Indeed, such types of law often require
longer CPU times for FE model to compute, which is more or less unacceptable in industry. A compromise was therefore cho-
sen to use a macroscopic model – and by the way reduced CPU times – with a viscoplastic potential drawn from deformation
mechanisms at the microscopic level.

In a microscopic point of view, the viscoplastic strain of a crystal is a permanent shear strain, whose origin is dislocations
displacements. Dislocations can move by slip (conservative displacement) or by absorbing isolated defects (non-conservative
displacement) and in both cases, the crystal undergoes a permanent deformation without any modification of its volume.
One can then obtain a relationship between the macroscopic strains e and the dislocations displacements (Poirier, 1976).



Fig. 8. Progressive straining at 500 �C and 700 �C for a constant rate and slow–fast.
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At high temperature, where viscosity becomes preponderant, one can assume that viscous flows are generated by ther-
mally-activated slipping dislocation. Poirier shows that one can then link the viscous flow rate _e and the (shear) stress r ap-
plied on a elementary block of matter where lay a dislocation using the relationship:
_e ¼ a0 exp
�E0

kT

� �
sinh

r0V
2kT

� �
; ð6Þ
where a0 is a constant, k, Boltzmann’s constant (1.381�10�23 J K�1), E0 an activation energy and V, an activation volume. Fol-
lowing this proposal, different works attempted, with successes, to describe the creep behaviour in superalloys (Dyson and
MacLean, 1998; Chateau and Rémy, 2001). In these cases, the inelastic strain rate is described using a thermal activation
equation through a hyperbolic sine function,
_p ¼ _e0 sinh
J2ðr� XÞ � sth

r0

� �
; ð7Þ
where _e0 and r0 are two constants, sth is a threshold value while X is back stress tensor. In these works, it is admitted that _e0

represents a constant rate proportional to the mobile dislocation density qm and to a frequency of obstacle by-passing in the
crystal:
_e0 ¼ qmbm; ð8Þ
where qm is then the mobile dislocation density, b, the Burgers vector and m, the average dislocation rate taken as a constant
function of mean slip distance in the crystal.

The evolution of _e0 is thus totally dependant of qm. In the dislocation displacements theories, the simplest equation to
account for interaction of mobile slip dislocations within one slip band and under dynamic equilibrium, has been proposed
by Argon (1970) and can be expressed as:
qm ¼ C1
s
lb

� �2

; ð9Þ
with s, the shear stress applied on the crystal, l, the shear modulus, b, the Burgers vector and C1 is a constant. This expres-
sion is valuable for temperature where viscosity is not preponderant over plasticity. For higher temperatures and low
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stresses, qm could be considered as constant. Thus and taking account of all these elements, at the macroscopic level, the
plastic multiplier could read as:
_p ¼ _e0 1þ
Jðs� XÞ � R

H

� �2
 !

sinh
Jðs� XÞ � R

K

� �
; ð10Þ
where _e0, H and K are three temperature dependent parameters. R is the isotropic hardening term. The hyperbolic sine term
describes the viscoplasticity at high temperature when the polynomial term enables us to modulate the viscosity from room
temperature to higher one, using a square form of Jðs� XÞ � R, the von Mises criterion, to recall the lower-temperature-term
proposed by Argon for mobile dislocation density.

This mathematical form is quite interesting as it enables to reproduce the evolution of inelastic strain rate versus relaxed
stresses, as it was monitored during the ‘‘cyclic hardening” tests. However, it does not give an answer to the small amount of
relaxed stresses during small strains cycle of the ‘‘cyclic hardening” tests (between 0.1% and 0.3% of strain) and during slow
strain rate phases of the ‘‘progressive straining” tests. In fact, conventional models are often less efficient to describe these
experimental conditions: Orowan’s stress is usually used as the limit for the elastic mode although it only describes the
threshold stress to activate the first slip system in the first grain to deform plastically. Thus, models often uses inelastic mode
when most of the grains are still in the elastic one. We chose then to enrich the viscoplastic flow evolution and the improved
plastic multiplier reads now as:
_p ¼ _e0 1þ
Jðs� XÞ � R

H

� �2
 !

sinh
Jðs� XÞ � R

K

� �
UðJðs� XÞ � R; ciÞ; ð11Þ
where _e0, H, K, ci are temperature dependent parameters. R is the isotropic hardening term while U is a function which is
equal to
UðJðs� XÞ � R;b;mÞ ¼ 1� exp �
Jðs� XÞ � R

bR

� �m

; ð12Þ
where b and m are temperature dependent parameters. In this latter case (Eq. (12)), R is still the Orowan’s limit when bR
becomes the macroscopic limit. Thus, the U function improves the constitutive model for the description of particular load-
ing conditions such as very small strain cycling (near the limit of conventional elasticity) and very slow strain rates (below
10�4 s�1) as it enables to describe a progressive evolution from elasticity to elasto-viscoplasticity (Fig. 9) in a macroscopic
point of view.

For the evolution of the kinematic hardening term X, the conventional non-linear Armstrong and Frederick’s rule is ap-
plied (Chaboche, 1989; Bari and Hassan,2000),
_X ¼ C
2
3

_ein � 1
D

X _p
� �

; ð13Þ
with C and D two parameters. The isotropic hardening term could be considered here as following a conventional non-linear
rule (Chaboche, 1989)
Fig. 9. Progressive evolution to viscoplasticity.
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R ¼ R0 þ Qð1� expð�bpÞÞ; ð14Þ
with R0, Q and b three parameters. Here, no efforts were made in order to build a constitutive model able to better reproduce
ratcheting and this is why a very classical model is chosen. Indeed, the law is used to design structures where ratchet is
strictly forbidden and has never been monitored yet.

We can then check if the model we proposed fits in a classical thermodynamic framework. We follow here the classical
presentation and general assumptions (Germain et al., 1983), and we consider only quasi-static movements and small per-
turbation theory. The thermodynamic framework is based on the hypothesis of ‘‘local state”, implying that the actual internal
state of the material in a small part of the structure – in a microscopic point of view –, called Representative Elementary
Volume (REV), does not depend on the state of the neighbouring REV.

Then, we make the usual assumption that the actual state of the material is characterized by the knowledge of observable
variables, such as the total strain and temperature, and internal variables, such as the inelastic strain, which store the effect
of the whole history of observable variables. In our case, considering ein and a ¼ 3

2C X as internal variables linked respectively
to r and X and using the Quasi Standard Material theory (Chaboche, 1997, 2003) enables us to easily verify first and second
principle. Indeed, we make the choice to define independently a pseudo-potential of dissipation X and a multiplier _kin. Thus,
we express the generalized normality rule, based on the extension of the normality rule used for plasticity to all the internal
variables, in the form:
_ein ¼ _kin @X
@r

and _a ¼ � _kin @X
@X

; ð15Þ
With
_kin ¼ _e0 1þ Jðs�XÞ�R

H

D E2
� �

sinh
Jðs�XÞ�R

K

D E
UðJðs� XÞ � R; ciÞ and X ¼ f þ 3D

4C X : X ; ð16Þ
Finally, written using these expressions, the constitutive model fit in a classic thermodynamic framework by automatically
verifying first and second principle.

Model parameters were then determined in order to express the inelastic behaviour of the SiMo cast-iron for a wide range
of temperatures (from 25 �C to 700 �C). The optimization was realized with ZeBuLoN, software developed at Ecole des Mines
de Paris – Paristech and using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. For instance, viscoplastic parameters were optimized using
the dwell phase of the ‘‘cyclic hardening” tests whereas parameters (b, m, Q and b) are identified from slow–fast progressive
straining tests.

5. Discussion

5.1. Parameters evolution

The first important result to be underlined is the physical evolution of the parameters versus the temperature. Indeed, if
the evolutions of the kinematic hardening parameters C and D or of the elastic limit R0 and the Young modulus E, which all go
down uniformly with T, are quite usual, the values of the viscous parameters could be reliably linked to the activation theory
we developed. In fact, it is particularly noticeable for the evolution of _e0 and more precisely of logð _e0Þ.

This parameter is supposed to be linked to an energy of activation, directly dependent of temperature within an Arrhe-
nius’ type of relation:
_e0 ¼ _e0;0 exp
�Ea

kT

� �
; ð17Þ
Here, Fig. 10 and Table 3 shows that this relation is verified between 300 �C and 700 �C when, at lower temperatures, the
viscoplastic flow is quite constant, as described by the experimental data.

Table 4 gives the model parameters at 500 �C. One can notice the value of the b parameter equals to 1.8 meaning that for
the first traction, the transitional phase between the microscopic elastic limit and the macroscopic one last from 89 MPa to
160 MPa.

The evolutions of simulated tensile curves are also realistic as shown on Fig. 11. One can indeed notice that the evolution
of stress at 0.2% of tensile strain goes down with the temperature.

5.2. Experimental database simulation

Hereafter, the way models represent the SiMo cast-iron experimental behaviour is discussed. As it was mentioned before,
experimental data is quite important in the definition of a constitutive law. Thus, it is not really models, which are here eval-
uated, but more precisely the couple model-experimental database. Indeed, the importance of the database is underlined as
it enables us to understand the alloy behaviour and to identify the model parameters. Tests play an important part in the
construction of a model.



Fig. 10. Evolution of logð _e0Þ versus the inverse of absolute temperature.

Table 3
Evolution of _e0 with the absolute temperature.

Temperature (K) 300 370 570 670 770 870 970

_e0 9.6 � 10�11 2.4 � 10�11 8.9 � 10�11 3.1 � 10�9 9.3 � 10�8 7.0 � 10�7 2.6 � 10�6

Table 4
Model parameters at 500 �C.

E (MPa) m C (MPa) D _e0 H
135,000 0.3 41,000 600 9.3 � 10-8 340

K R0 (MPa) Q (MPa) b b m
23 89 -40 15 1.8 2

Fig. 11. Simulated tensile curves between room temperature and 700 �C.
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The efficiency of the proposed model is then evaluated through a quite original process. In fact, the capacity of the law at
describing the experimental tests is obviously tested. But looking for the simplest as possible model (as it is used in an indus-
trial context), we make the choice to evaluate a lighter version of the law. Indeed, considering that the capacity of describing
small level of strain is of second order, we use a simplified version of the flow rule as the one described in Eq. (10). Moreover,
we choose to take the isotropic hardening term as constant and to neglect the slight cyclic softening of the alloy. The goal is
to measure the impact of these simplifications on the accuracy of the model. By now, we will refer to the proposed model as
‘‘full model” and to its lighter version as ‘‘Light model”.
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Finally, as a matter of reference, the efficiency of a more classical model proposed by Charkaluk for the same alloy
is also evaluated (Charkaluk et al., 2004). This latter proposition is developed around a Chaboche-type model (Chab-
oche, 1989) with only one Armstrong–Frederick hardening law and a Norton flow rule. The differences with the light
version of our proposed constitutive model only lays in the expression of the flow rule which is expressed, for Chark-
aluk, as:
_p ¼
Jðs� XÞ � R

K

� �n

; ð18Þ
where K and n are temperature dependent parameters. These parameters are identified on a wide range of temperature using
LCF-type tests with dwell phase in traction and compression. By now, we will refer to this model as ‘‘Charkaluk model”. More
complex hardening laws and richer studies on the evolution of the back stress X would probably have led to a more accurate
law and a better description of the alloy behaviour but here, the main goal is to compare different choices for experimental
strategies and description of the inelastic flow.

First, the description of the cyclic hardening test is analyzed. One can recall that these experimental results are used to
identify the models parameters. Fig. 4 shows the experimental stabilized cycles (represented by the doted line) and some
relaxation curves at 500 �C and 700 �C and their description thanks to the ‘‘full model”. One can appreciate the good descrip-
tion of the hysteretic loops and the very accurate simulation of the evolution of relaxed stresses versus time with less than
5% of difference between the model and the experimental data.

Thanks to the more physical description of the viscoplastic flow, one can also manage to reproduce the evolution of the
inelastic strain rate versus relaxed stress during the dwell phases, which was proven to be not possible with more classical
laws, particularly at this temperature, where viscosity began to be more preponderant over plasticity.

Difference between ‘‘full model” and ‘‘light model” occur logically for smaller strain level. At 500 �C and for +/�0.2% of
maximal strain, one can notice than ‘‘full model” gives a much more accurate description of the experimental data as show
in Fig. 7. For higher strain level, no differences are monitored between the two models. In conclusion, the ‘‘light model” could
be chosen in a design process provided that strain level amplitude in the structure is sufficient.

The comparison with the ‘‘Charkaluk model”, as shown in Fig. 12 for a mean mechanical strain level of +/�0.7%, under-
lines the superiority of ‘‘full model” and even ‘‘light model”. In fact, the use of a classical Norton flow rule, coupled with a
reduced identification database leads to an overestimation of the stress and to an inappropriate description of the dwell
phase.

Then, description of the progressive straining tests is analyzed. These experiments are only used to identify some
parameters of the ‘‘full model”. Fig. 13 gives quite interesting conclusions, representing the way different models manage
to reproduce the peculiar experimental conditions used for these tests. The ‘‘full model” allows a quite good description
of the alloy behaviour. On can particularly notice that slow strain rates regimes are better represented and simulated
stress levels are much more coherent with the experimental data than with other models. One can underline that
slow–fast tests are badly described by ‘‘light model” and ‘‘Charkaluk model”. Tensile stresses are underestimated due
to the overestimation of the simulated inelastic flow. These constitutive models are unfortunately unable to cope with
these drastic experimental conditions. Indeed, even if the flow rule is improved in ‘‘light model”, the representation of
slow strain rate regimes (below 10�4 s�1) is inefficient and leads to the use of ‘‘full model” to design structure with such
slow strain rates.

Finally, description of TMF tests is analyzed. It is the most interesting part of the analysis as these tests allow checking the
consistency of the model parameters evolution with temperature and as they do not play a part in the identification process.
As shown in Fig. 14, the same three constitutive models are here compared. ‘‘Charkaluk model” gives here a globally satis-
fying representation of the experimental behaviour. Nevertheless, discrepancies between model and experiments are ob-
served. For instance, stress relaxation during the dwell phase is 25% too important while temperature transition is
imperfectly described: curves slope are under-estimated at the end of the compression phase (�0.3 to �0.5% and 400 �–
700 �C). ‘‘light model” and even more ‘‘full model” give a much better correlation. Hysteretic loops, which become stabilized
after 5 cycles of both experimental and simulation tests, are perfectly described by the ‘full model” which gives a very sharp
approximation of the curve slope particularly between 700 �C and 300 �C.

In conclusion, one can underline that for these types of loading conditions, the use of the ‘‘light model” seems to be rec-
ommended in a design process. Indeed, differences between ‘‘full model” and ‘‘light model” are so tight that they do not de-
serve the price to pay in CPU time and identification process.
5.3. FEM simulations

The crucial step in the process of exhaust manifold design is FEM analysis. First, it enables to validate the constitutive
model and then to evaluate the strength of the structures. Before performing such simulations, a numerical integration
scheme has to be established. A return mapping algorithm (quite classical for such viscoplastic laws) is used (Simo and Tay-
lor, 1985).



Fig. 12. Comparison between ‘‘full model”, ‘‘light model” and ‘‘Charkaluk model” for ‘‘cyclic hardening” test at 500 �C and +/�0.7% of mechanical strain
(experimental data are shown by dots while simulation is shown by solid line).
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This implicit scheme parts the numerical resolution in two main steps we propose to describe here very briefly. First, one
has to compute the evolution of the inelastic multiplier, which could be, for the ‘‘full model”, analytically written in an im-
plicit form. Indeed, the normality rule could be written at the time tn+1

2 by:
2 Eac
tn+1 and
Devp ¼ Dc
Anþ1

kAnþ1k
¼ Dcn; ð19Þ
with kAnþ1k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Anþ1 : Anþ1

q
. Then, with Anþ1 ¼ devðrnþ1 � Xnþ1Þ, the evolution of the stress increment, the back stress incre-

ment and the isotropic hardening term, one manages to obtain:
kAnþ1k ¼ kB�nk � ð2lnþ1 þ 2DlÞDc� 2=3ðDC þ Cnþ1Þ
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
Dnþ1Dc

	 
Dc; ð20Þ
with B�n a completely determined function, which is related to the value of each problem variable at the instant tn. k and l are
Lame’s coefficients. An implicit form of Dc is achieved by a combination of Eqs. (13) and (14). A Newton–Raphson algorithm
is then sufficient to evaluate the multiplier increment.

Then, one has to evaluate the consistent tangent operator, which is the one of the crucial factor to improve the compu-
tation speed. In our cases, this expression could be once more analytically written thanks to a mathematical operation. Dc
and jjAn þ 1jj are indeed considered as multi variable functions with Dc ¼ g1ðjjAnþ1jj;Rnþ1Þ and jjAnþ1jj ¼ g2ðDc;DeÞ. Writing
the differential of both functions enables us to determine the evolution of Dc versus De, which is the crucial part of express-
ing the consistent tangent operator.
dDc
dDe

¼

@g1ðkAnþ1k;Rnþ1Þ
@kAnþ1k

����
����
Rnþ1

j @g2ðDc;DeÞ
@De jDc

1� @g1ðkAnþ1k;Rnþ1Þ
@kAnþ1k

����
����
Rnþ1

j @g2ðDc;DeÞ
@Dc jDe �

@g1ðkAnþ1k;Rnþ1Þ
@Rnþ1

��� ���
kAnþ1k

@Rnþ1
@Dc

; ð21Þ
h variable expressed at the instant tn, which is over and completely determined, is identified by and respectively each variable expressed at the instant
which are supposed to be calculated is identified by n + 1. The increment of a variable between these two instants is identified by D.



Fig. 13. Comparison between ‘‘full model”, ‘‘light model” and ‘‘Charkaluk model” for progressive straining test at 500 �C with constant strain rate (a) and
slow/fast strain rate (b) (experimental data are shown by dots while simulation is shown by solid line).
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Finally, this latter equation leads to the complete expression of the consistent tangent operator. This numerical scheme is
then integrated in the FEM code Abaqus through a user subroutine UMAT. FEM simulations are performed on an 2L-exhaust
manifold. The mesh is created from a CAO draw of the structure and is composed of hexahedral elements, which are enriched
in order to take account of specific torsion modes.

The numerical model (Fig. 15) includes the manifold fixations and a plate to represent the junction with the cylinder
head. Engine bench records show gas leakage between the manifold and the cylinder head and crack initiation on this pe-
culiar assembly.

The FEM simulation is performed in two steps:

- First, the thermal load is applied on the exhaust manifold. The goal is to simulate the test carried on engine bench in order
to evaluate the strength of the structure. This peculiar test implies succession of heating phases and natural cooling
phases in stabilized fluxes. Temperature fields are checked and boundary conditions optimized in order to fit with exper-
imental recordings.



Fig. 14. Comparison between ‘‘full model”, ‘‘light model” and ‘‘Charkaluk model” for TMF tests (experimental data are shown by dots while simulation is
shown by solid line).
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- Then, both thermal and mechanical boundary conditions are applied on the structure. Inelastic dissipated energy by ele-
ment is post-treated in order to evaluate the number of cycles before crack initiation (Charkaluk et al, 2004). Nodal dis-
placements are monitored in order to evaluate the risk of gas leakage between the exhaust manifold and the cylinder
head.

‘‘light model”, ‘‘full model” or even ‘‘Charkaluk model” give equivalent results for inelastic dissipated energy leading to
good numerical correlation with engine bench tests for life time before crack initiation.

Gas leakages are monitored on the exhaust manifold in the cylinder head junction zone thanks to a LASER interferometer.
One then obtains a three-dimensional cartography of the displacements of the junction zone. Standard simulation with for
instance ‘‘Charkaluk model” does not reproduce the amplitude of displacement optically measured (up to 35%
underestimation).



Fig. 15. Mesh of a 2L-exhaust manifold for Abaqus simulation.
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As shown on Fig. 16, simulations performed with the ‘‘full model” show up to 35% higher displacements, which would
lead to a better description of the experimental reality with an exact numerical approximation of the measured amplitude
of displacements.

5.4. Final discussion

We made here the choice to improve constitutive models for SiMo cast-iron in the description of viscosity. It was based on
the hypothesis that this phenomenon was a first order factor in the behaviour of such materials as spheroidal graphite cast-
irons. Indeed, in an experimental point of view, our enriched database underlines the fact that mechanical strain rates and
dwell phases both have a great impact on the material behaviour. Moreover, the analysis of the evolution of inelastic strain
rates during relaxation phases lead to the inefficiency of classical flow rules to correctly represent the alloy behaviour.

The choice of a viscoplastic multiplier based on thermally activated dislocation theory and the way it is mathematically
expressed lead to a good description of various experimental testing conditions. Which is true for an elementary volume ele-
ment is confirmed for a whole structure: the ‘‘full model” give more accurate results for gas leakage prediction than these
obtained from standard simulation.

In a numerical point of view, simulations performed with this new model are not more expensive in CPU time even if they
include more parameters. It could be explained by the better capacity of these new models to deal with very viscous loading
conditions and by a better identification of the model parameters thanks to enriched experimental databases.
Law used for simulation
 Light
model
Full
model
Charkaluk
model
FE model CPU time (s) Abaqus U-
MAT
98.6
 100
 103.4
Finally, a reduced experimental database with enriched tests allow to identify and optimize the parameters of an improved
elasto-viscoplastic law, whose material behaviour description, based on physical interpretations, is more accurate. Thus, the
exhaust manifold design process is clearly improved and becomes faster and less expensive in an experimental and numer-
ical point of view.

6. Conclusion

The main goal of this work was to propose new macroscopic models in order to describe the elasto-viscoplastic behaviour
of a SiMo cast-iron on a wide range of temperature and strain. Indeed, in an industrial point of view, the design of hot com-
ponents such as exhaust manifolds for Diesel engine should be quick and predictive.

Constitutive models play an important part in the design process as loading conditions and anisothermal environment
lead to more and more non-linear behaviours. Even if the choice of spheroidal graphite cast-iron is mainly motivated for such
structure for reasons of cost or weight, this material is quite complex and presents a very viscoplastic behaviour above
500 �C. Exhaust manifold are thus subjected to two main design constraints: avoid crack initiation and gas leakages due
to inelastic strain concentration.

A constitutive model based on a new flow rule, combined with a new experimental strategy has been proposed thanks to
the experimental observations. Cyclic hardening tests and progressive straining tests enabled us to observe the alloy behav-
iour on a wide range of strain, strain rate and temperature. This model, whose equations are based on physical phenomena



Fig. 16. Displacement (in micrometers) between the manifold and the cylinder head simulated by ‘‘full model”. Comparison with experimental results (in
millimetres) coming from LASER interferometry.
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observed at the dislocation scale, is thus able to cope with the various load conditions tested and to correctly described
anisothermal evolution.

FEM simulations confirm the good results obtained for the experimental basis and a very good correlation is observed
between the simulations and the engine bench tests. The proposed model, which could be easily reduce to a lighter version
for several type of loading condition combined with enriched experimental database give a better representation of the
viscoplasticity of cast-iron for very acceptable numerical cost.

Finally, multiaxial tests should now be carried in order to validate the accuracy of the model for more complex loading
conditions.
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